Box 1:

Louis B. Wetmore Guide to Planning Workshops (1956-76), 1983
   Includes listing of workshop topics, contents and instructors
City Planning 437 Workshop Report--"The Central Area," Spring 1961
CP 388 Workshop Report--"A Study of the Decatur Metropolitan Area," Spring 1963
CP 437 Workshop Papers--Central Illinois, Fall 1963
CP 338 Workshop Papers--Kankakee, Illinois, Spring 1963
Urban Planning 337 Workshop Papers--Danville, Illinois, Fall 1964
UP 337 Workshop Papers--Danville, Illinois, Fall 1964
UP 437 Workshop Papers--Open-Space Planning, Fall 1965

Box 2:

UP 337 Workshop Papers--Bloomington-Normal, Illinois, Fall 1965
UP 337 Workshop Papers--Champaign, Illinois, Spring 1966
UP 374 and 487 (theory) Papers, Spring 1966
UP 337 Workshop Papers--Decatur Metropolitan Region, Fall 1966
UP 337 Workshop Papers--Springfield Metropolitan Region, Fall 1967
UP 337 Workshop Papers--Springfield Metropolitan Region, Fall 1967
UP 437 Workshop Report--"The Corridor Concept: Implications for Illinois," Fall 1967
UP 437 Workshop Report--"The Dispersed Metropolis: A Promising Concept for National Urban Development Policy," Fall 1968
UP 337/338 Workshop Papers--Gary, Indiana, Spring 1969

Box 3:

UP 337/338 Workshop Papers--Metropolitan-Wide Planning, Indianapolis, Indiana, Spring 1971
UP 437 Workshop Report--"The Urban County Strategy," Spring 1971
UP 437 Workshop Report--"Expanded Roles for Regional Planning Commissions," Spring 1972
UP 338-C Workshop Working Papers--State-Regional Land Use Task Force, Fall 1973